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Reflections of Day 8
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adding images, Editing Images
Controlling the sprite with keyboard
Organizing Event Sheet
Adding Mouse Control
Adding and destroying the enemy
Adding spawned and collision

Introduction to variables
• Variables are the names you give to computer memory locations which are used to store values in a
computer program.
• For example, assume you want to store two values 10 and 20 in your program and at a later stage, you
want to use these two values. Let's see how you will do it. Here are the following three simple steps −
⮚ Create variables with appropriate names.
⮚ Store your values in those two variables.

⮚ Retrieve and use the stored values from the variables

Variables in construct 2
• Event Variables are number or text values which are either global to the project or local to a range of
events.
• They are modified using the Event Variable dialog. To add an event variable, right-click on an event,
another variable, or an empty space in the event sheet, and select Add global variable or Add local
variable.

• Variables at the root level of the event sheet (not indented beneath anything else) become global
variables, whereas variables in groups or sub-events become local variables.
• Event variables are modified with the system actions in the Global & local variables category. They can be
retrieved by simply using their name in expressions.

• Global variables :
⮚ Global variables show a globe icon. They are always at the top level of an event sheet - they
are not sub-events or inside any groups.
⮚ Global variables store their values between layouts. Events in any layout can access any global
variable, even if it was created in a different event sheet that is not included.
⮚ Global variables can be moved to another event sheet by cutting and pasting them.
⮚ After being cut, references to the global variable will disappear because it has been removed;
this is normal and nothing to worry about. When you paste the global variable, the references
that disappeared will reappear again.

Local variables

• Local variables are variables placed nested under other events, or inside a group. They also
show with a different icon to global variables.
• The main difference between global and local variables is local variables can only be accessed
in their scope. A local variable's scope is its level of sub-events.
• Local variables convenient for temporarily holding variables over a short range of events, such
as to calculate an average value (where a temporary 'sum' variable may be necessary).
• It also helps keep the project simple, since it prevents the need to create more global variables,
which appear everywhere in the project even if they are not needed everywhere.

• The scope of local variables is designed to mimic how the scope of variables works in real
programming languages.

Declaring Instance variables
• Switch to the layout and select a object. This will show
the object’s properties in the properties bar. Click
Add/edit by Edit variables.
• The Instance Variables dialog appears. It looks similar
to the Behaviors dialog but instead allows you to add
and change instance variables for the object.
• Click the green Add button to add a new one.
• In the dialog that pops up, type ”variable name”, type,
and for Initial value.

• Once done click OK.

Declaring Global variables
• Right-click the space at the bottom of the event sheet,
and select Add global variable.
• Enter ”variable name”, type & initial value. Click OK
• Now the global variable appears as a line in the event
sheet. It's in this event sheet, but it can be accessed
from any event sheet in any layout.

Array
• Array is an ordered list of cells; each cell can contain a value (a
number or some text).

• An array can have 1, 2 or 3 dimensions, known as
the x, y and z dimensions, also known as the width, height and depth.

Adding an Array in Construct
2
• Let’s create a list of five animals. Right-click or double-click on the
layout and insert a new Array object. Call it "animals".

• Select the array in the objects window and let’s look at it’s
properties. The default array size is Width: 10, Height: 1, Depth: 1.
We only want to store 5 animals in the list so go ahead and change
the Width to 5.
• By default all elements are set to zero (0); so we can imagine the
array looks like this:
• The position of a cell within the array is called it’s index.
The indices start at 0, so the first cell’s index is 0 and the last cell
is width - 1, or 4 in this example.

• Setting values:
⮚ Let’s set some values in the array. Add a "System: On start of layout" condition and the following
action to set the value of the first cell to "cat“.

⮚ Result:

⮚ Similarly do to set fifth cell’s value to "dog":

⮚ Now the array looks like this:

Checking Array properties
• The debugger is very handy for viewing the data in your array. If we run "Debug Layout" and select the array in
the debugger, it will show of all the array's data:

Platform Behavior
• The Platform behavior implements a side-view "jump and run"
style movement. It supports slopes, moving platforms, "jumpthru" platforms, and arbitrary angles of gravity.
• The Platform behavior will land on any objects with the Solid or
Jump-thru behaviors.

Implementing Platform
Behavior for animation
• It is recommended to use a invisible rectangle sprite with no animations with the Platform movement.
• Then, the animated player object can be positioned on top of that. Otherwise, the changing size and
collision polygon of the object as its animation plays can interfere with the Platform movement's floor,
wall and slope detection, causing a shaking or glitchy movement.
• Mirroring the player:
⮚ It is not necessary to duplicate all your artwork for the player for facing both left and right. Instead,
simply draw all the player's artwork for facing to the right, and use the Sprite object's Set mirrored
action to mirror the player's image.
⮚ Set the player mirrored when pressing the movement controls. An example is shown.

⮚ A common question is how to make the player shoot left and right, since even when mirrored the player
will still shoot objects to the right. To solve this, use the Is mirrored condition, and if it is true, shoot to
the left instead.

Scroll To Behavior
• The Scroll To behavior simply centers the view on the object with the behavior.
• It is a shortcut for the Scroll to object system action.

• However, it also provides a Shake action to shake the screen, and if multiple objects have the
Scroll To behavior, it will center the view in between all of them.
• If we need more advanced scrolling, e.g. limited to certain regions or following the player after a
delay, scroll to an invisible object which we control through events.

• To scroll, the size of the layout must be bigger than the size of the window, or the
layout's Unbounded scrolling property must be set to Yes. Otherwise there is nowhere to scroll to
and scrolling will have no effect.
• Scroll To has no properties, conditions or expressions.

Implementing Platform Behavior for
animation
• Set the size of the layout bigger than the size of the window.
• Set player’s behavior to Scroll To.

• Keep Initial State as Enabled from Properties bar
• Now, if we preview the layout we can see that the view follows
the player staying centered on him as he explores the layout.

Adding Sound & music
• It takes three simple steps. :
⮚ Import sound files into your project.
⮚ Insert an Audio object to your project.
⮚ Add sound events in the event sheet.

Import sound files into your project:
• In the Project Bar (on the right of the workspace - if it's not visible,
click the Project tab at bottom right), right-click the Sounds or Music
folders and select 'Import sounds' or 'Import music'.
• Select the sound files you need
Notes: Audio files in the Sounds folder are downloaded completely
before they're played, while files in the Music folder are streamed
(played as they're downloading).

Insert an Audio object to
your project
• Right-click in the layout sheet. In the dialog that opens, select 'Insert
new object'.
• Under 'Media', select 'Audio' and click 'Insert'.
• In the Project Bar, an Audio object will appear under 'Object types',
and its properties will appear in the Properties Bar.

Add sound events in the event sheet
• Example: we import the sound files we want –
⮚bullet fire, an explosion for when a bullet monster is destroyed,
⮚a different explosion for when your player is destroyed,
• We're taking our sound files from the free bundle download of music,
sounds and sprites - for the bullets firing we'll use Lazer Fire 1.wav, for
the monster destruction we'll import Explosion 3.wav, for the player
destruction RetroLaser1.wav (it's got a suitably dismal quality).
• Import these and you'll see their .ogg and .m4a versions showing up in
the Sounds folder in the Project Bar.

• Now, we insert an Audio object.
• Add the sound events

Let’s Practice - Homework of the day

Add controlling elements to the
games
(Half baked game can be
downloaded from https://rb.gy/b7mkf6 )
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